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· UCF student·s quiz SG candidates: Election Times 
by David Schlenker 
MANAGING EDITOR 
additional parking from the Orlando 
Chamber of Commerce, which tne state 
would match. 
ment a "purchasing plan," where part 
of the money from the Chamber and the 
Alumni Association would go to park-
ing, and a portion would go to benefit 
financial aid in the form of scholar-
ships. 
While the candidates for student 
body president and vice president all 
recognized the problems such as the 
parking shortage and fee increases, 
their solutions differed during last 
Thursday's student election forum on 
The Green. 
Along the same lines, presidential 
candidate Fred Schmidt and vice presi-
dential candidate Christine Toutikian 
UCFs parking problem was the 
topic most frequently addressed by all 
three tickets. 
For more information on the 
candidates, see: 
Schmidt's plan would work much 
like the Alumni Plaza. Alumni and 
members of the Chamber would buy a 
student parking space in their name. 
All parties advocated an "open door" 
communication policy to students. 
"Every student is a member of Stu-
dent Government," Funderburke 
added. 
Rausch and Boucher's main empha-
sis, on the other hand, centered on 
working with the administration to 
benefit the students. Scott Rausch and Matt Boucher 
CANDIDATE PROFILES 
on page 3 The Wendrzyk /Funderburke ticket 
elaborated by saying they, or a ''knowl-
edgeable member of SG," plan to attend 
student club meetings to directly find 
out what the students want. 
·mentioned paving or inserting gravel 
in the dirt lots, as well as finding out-
side donations that the state legisla-
ture will match in grants. 
Dash Wendrzyk and Sandy Funder-
burke suggested requesting funds for 
talked about the possibility ofrequest-
ing funds from the Chamber of Com-
merce, yet Schmidt said his ticket will 
also "work with the Alumni Associa-
tion." Schmidt said he would imple-
"Don't make the students come to 
the mountain," Wendrzyk said. "Bring 
the mountain to the students." 
"We feel working with the admini-
stration is the only way to get things 
done," Boucher said. 
Candidates fielded questions from 
SEE FORUM PAGE 5 
Chinese group visits UCF 
by Jamie Carte 
,. . CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
useful knowledge to educate 
the public and to learn new 
things to share." 
A delegation from the inter-
national Association of Educa-
tion, Communication and 
Technology (AECT) arrived at 
UCF on Feb. 8 after traveling 
from China. 
The delegation was on cam: 
"We would like to see 
this in our country -
maybe even our own 
Disneyland." 
-Mason Chen 
AECT representative 
pus to visit Dr. Dick Cornell of 
the UCF education services 
department, their former 
president. 
Cornell's term as president 
ended less than one week be-
fore the delegates stopped at 
UCF. 
According to Cornell, it was 
"like an extension of my du-
ties." He has had over 15 years 
of experience with the Chinese 
delegation, but "they have 
never had the chance to visit 
me before," he said. 
Chinese Audio/Visual As-
sociation Chairman Mason 
Chen acted as spokesman and 
representative for the group. 
Chen, president of the China 
Medical College of the Na-
tional Taiwan University in 
Taipei, once served as national 
Deputy of Education for the 
Republic of China. 
According to Chen, the 
group's purpose was to "gain 
SPORTS 
• The UCF basketball 
team lost a close game to 
Akron Saturday, while the 
baseba!I team beat FIT · 
and !'.;.st to Rollins over the 
weekend. Also, a look at 
Proposition 42. 
After some simple words in 
Chinese, Cornell presented 
Chen with UCF 25th Anniver-
sary commemorative pins and 
newly-issued graduate pro-
gram pamphlets. Cornell also 
took a moment to make a for-
mal welcome to the group. 
Dr. William H. Johnson, 
dean of Educat' on, and David 
J. Mealor, acting associate 
dean, were among the faculty 
representatives on hand for 
the festivities. 
The delegates' brief stay at 
UCF marked the end of their 
stay in Florida. Their three-
day visit to Central Florida 
was hosted by Walt Disney 
World. 
The group toured the at--
traction, including EPCOT 
Center and the China Pavil-
ion, which Chen said they 
"enjoyed a lot." The group also 
visited Kennedy Space Center. 
"This is a dearly wonderful 
area," Chen said. "We would 
like to see this in our own coun-
try-maybe even have our own 
Disneyland." 
The group's main focus, 
accordinllto Chen.is the obser-
vation of the American educa-
tion system. 
He went on to explain that 
Chinese children are subject to 
a six-year elementary and 
three-year secondary educa-
tion program. 
From Orlando, they will 
travel to Washington, D.C. 
and visit museums and the 
Library of Congress. Their 
final U.S. stops will be San 
Francisco, Calif. and Stanford 
University. 
Eric Parsone/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
WHERE'S THE WINTER? 
·Bonnie Oliver and Michael Rodriguez enjoy the famously warm Florida weather outside the library. 
SADD to hold fundraiser Feb. 20-22 
by Esta Krukln 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The UCF chant.P.r of Students Against Driv-
ing Drunk (SADD) will hold a fundraiser Feb. 
20 - 22 as part of their observance of Alcohol 
Awareness Week. 
According to Don Unser, Director of the UCF 
Chapter ofSADD, the program will run from 9 
a.m. until 3 p.m. each of the three days, and all 
activities will take place on the Green. 
SADD will give away T-shirts, provide litera-
ture and hold a contest with many different 
prizes. 
The contest will involve guessing how many 
cassette tapes it will take to fill one of three new 
Pontiacs parked on the Green. 
For each 50 cent donation a student makes, 
OPINION 
• This week our editorial 
takes a look at the Student 
Body presidential candi-
dates: Scott Rausch, Fred 
Schmidt and Dash Wen-
drzyk. Also, our usual fine 
assortment of letters. 
he or she may take a guess. 
Each entry becomes eligible to win a national 
drawing for one of four Pontiac LeMans GSE 
car. 
SADD will hold contests of this type on col-
lege campuses all over the U.S. during Alcohol 
Awareness Week. 
The purposes of Alcohol Awareness week 
and the fundraiser are to promote SADD goals 
and raise money for activities. 
Major goals ofSADD are to eliminate drunk 
dnving, and to encourage the responsible use of 
alcohol or alternatives to drinking entirely. 
UCF SADD may use the funds raised for a 
"mocktail party" open to all UCF students, or 
for increasing their interaction with local high 
SEE SADD PAGE 7 
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The Budweiser 
\.e\sure Jiine lctMti11 Page. 
Do you •2 •3 • ., "" 5• have the •s~ 
.... connections •55 ~· 
you need •5~ 7. 
~the •53 8• beer •52. f'• 
in town? •51 /O• 
/I. 
-~ 
Connect the dots, 
starting at 1, and 
you may get a big 
surprise! 
19'• 
~oe 
21• 
Whafs wrong with this picture? 
One of these guys is not a Genuine Bud Man. Can you guess which one? 
~ ~ . 
Help Bud Man find his favorite beer! 
Bud Man will go to bed thirsty tonight. .. unless you help. Simply trace through 
the maze until you connect him with that crisp, refreshing Budweiser. 
~ =11_ 
rfj~ F2J g I~== ~I f ... c ... 
Got a match? (1) Can you, by moving only two matches, spell the 
word "BUD"? (Answer below.) 
WAYNE. DENSCH·, INC. 
. 851-7100 . 
UCF REP ERIC ERICSON • 425· 7005 
.. 
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'*~he Central Florida Future 
Candidate 
·Profiles 
The Central Florida Future spoke with 
the candidates running for Student Body 
President. We asked each candidate 
these five questions about their presi-
dential plans. 
They gave us their policies on student 
participation, working with UCF admin-
stration and why they feel qualified to 
serve as president. 
Questions . 
Tho Central Florida Future, February 14, 1989, 3 
• Do you have any specific solutions 
that will ease the parking crunch, 
given the fact that the student body 
president only serves a one-year term. 
I would like to see some areas opened-
up for parking. Obviously the Student 
Union is not going to be built next year. 
So, temporarily, why can't we make 
(Pegasus Circle) bigger and better to 
park in.We'll continue to lobby. 
We can go to the Alumni Association We need to work with the state to get 
and the Chamber of Commerce - last mm:e ':'unding. We need to do that 
year we sold bricks, this year we will through lobbyists and the Florida 
sell parking spaces. Student Association. 
•Where should the Student Union be 
built? Why? What would you propose 
to have built in the Union? 
It should be in the circle. That is the 
dead center of this campus. Everything 
that is in the Student Center should be 
in the union. I think a chapel should be 
in there. 
Personally, I favor the center of the 
campus. At some point, some structure 
will be built there, and I think it might 
as well be the union. I am against it 
simply being used for office space. 
It should be in the center of the cam-
pus. Students are the main priority of 
the school, and as such, I think the 
union should go in the geographic 
center of campus. The things that go 
in should serve the students. 
• "KARTING" STUDENTS 
A "Request for Proposal" for 
the campus shuttle system has 
been signed by Jerry Oster-
haus, director of Facilties 
Planning. F i n a 1 
approval of the document is 
needed from President Col-
bourn and other administra-
tors before the project can be 
opened for bidding. 
The shuttle system, or 
"Knight Area Rapid Transit 
System (KART), according to 
the RFP, will serve the Alafaya 
Trail apartment areas. 
Students living in that area 
will be able to ride the KART to 
and from campus seven days a 
week via two different routes. 
An on-campus route may 
also be provided, which would 
transport riders around the 
exterior of campus. 
The proposed startup date 
fr.r the system is Aug. 7, 1989, 
ar~d the cost of the system will 
not be known until the pro-
vider is chosen on May 25. 
• USF TUITION REACTION 
Darbi James, the newly-
elected University of South 
Florida Student Government 
president, announced that SG 
would oppose the 15 percent 
tuition increase announced by 
the BOR, reports the USF 
Oracle. SG officials vowed to 
fight the increase but at the 
same time called it "inev-
itable". 
Although the increase can-
not be avoided, it can be low-
ered to 6 or 7 percent, said SG 
vice president Art Ringness. 
If the increase is adopted, 
Ringness said he will work 
with the Florida Student Asso-
ciation and find out where the 
money is to be spent. 
FSA is a lobbying group 
made up of student leaders 
from the nine state universi-
ties and represents the stu-
dents interest be for local, 
state and nation govemtment 
officals. Last year, the state 
legislature voted down a pro-
posed tutition hike because of 
pressure from FSA and others. 
• COOPER SELECTED 
The Florida Center for 
Solid and Hazardous Waste· 
Management has been estab-
lished by the Florida Legisla-
ture and will be hosted by the 
University of Florida. The 
Center is a consortium of six 
state and two private universi-
ties within Florida. 
Dr. David Cooper, Civil 
Engineering, represents UCF 
on the consortium. 
Initially, research and pro-
gram efforts will focus on 
waste reduction, recycling and 
reuse, land disposal and sys-
tems analysis for waste man-
agement alternatives. 
• STC CONFERENCE 
The Fifth Annual Florida 
Technical Writing Conference 
will be held Feb. 1 7 from 8 a. m. 
until 4 p.m. 'at the Orlando 
Expo Centre. 
Corrections . 
In the Feb. 7 issue, the caption for the front page photo was 
incorrect. The management of Barnett Bank did not mistake 
Carlos Diez for a robber suspect and trip the alarm. Instead, 
the alarm went off by itself. 
Also, in the same issue, Scott Jenkins was misidentified as 
a student senator in the story about the upcoming sale of 
condoms on the UC F campus. Jenkins is a legislative advisor. 
The Orlando Chapter of the 
Society for Technical Writing 
Conference and UCF are host-
ing this year's event. The 
theme is "Technology and the 
Technical Communicator." 
Major topics to be addressed 
are the challenges and prob-
lems of emerging technologies 
for the technical communica-
tor including on-line documen-
tation, desk top publishing 
and graphics. 
The cost for attending the 
all-day conference is $90 and 
includes a continental break-
fast, lunch, all workshops, and 
a wine and cheese reception. 
For more details and reserva-
tions, contact Sandra Miller at 
275-2212. 
•NOT ALONE 
University students in Flor-
ida are not the only ones facing 
rising tuition next fall, as the 
chair of the Montana State 
Board of Regents, Dennis 
Lind, proposed a 10 percent 
increase. 
The proposal would, on an 
average, increase student tui-
tion by $130 if approved. 
Student lobbyists for the 
proposal feel that the increase 
will encourage the state legis-
lature to put more money in 
the state university system. 
Members of the legislature 
say they encourage students to 
visit and voice their opinions. 
• FES GIVES MONEY 
The Central Florida Chap-
ter of the Florida Engineering 
Society awarded $9,000 in 
scholarships to UCF engineer-
ing students. 
Robert Goehring, FES 
Scholarship Chairman, helped 
a ward seven engineering 
scholarships to UCF students. 
Recipients were Patrick Fin-
nerty, Guillermo Suero and 
Ross Hamrah, Joe Pender-
grass, Jennifer Hickey, 
Stephan Cox and Thomas 
Voor. 
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- Fraternity of the Decade - · 
... a continuing tradition of excellence:. 
Community Service: 1st Place 
Leadership: 1st Place 
Winner of the All Sports Trophy 
Greek Man of the Year: Gordon Miranda 
Greek Scholar of the Year: Keith White 
Fraternity o.f the Year: 1980, '81, '83, '85 
Overall Chapter Excellence: 1986, '87, '88 
, 
EJJough Said! 
XaA£na Ta KaA.a 
• 
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Student says Indiana reneged 
Staff R~port ship applied only to males because women were 
. COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE not admitted to the school in 1856 - did not go 
. CINEMA Uc6 12255 U N IVERS·IT.Y BLVD. AC ROS S FROM U CF •277-1454 
THE 3 FUGITIVES • PG· 13 
2:00-4:~: ()()-8:00-10 :00 
BEACHES - PG-13 
1 :50-4:35-7:20-9:50 
lWINS - PG 
2:05..¢30-7:25-9:55 
THE FLY II - R 
1:45-3:50-6:()()-8:10-10: 15 
RAINMAN • ll 
1:55-4:40-7:15-9:55 
All SEATS TODAY 
$2.50 
- to college . 
Indiana University rolled out a new prepaid Mrs. Raper ~;aid when her mother died a year 
tuition plan with much fanfare in December, ago and her son began making plans to attend 
but a month later an IU student said the school Indiana, the significance of the scholarship 
was unwilling to honor a similar plan it had occurred to her. 
unveiled 132 years ago. "It's something that my great-great-great 
The old plan would get student Scott Raper grandfather purchased in the belief that his 
through IU for free . heirs would be taken care of," she said. "He was 
The new one, like scores of others adopted by a supporter ot the university, and I'm sure $1 00 
colleges around the country, is designed to help helped tremendously at that time." 
parents buy credit hours for their children at IU attorney Travis said simj}ar requests 
current prices, and then redeem them in five to have come up a few times in recent decades, but 
20 year s. Students would be able to use the have been rejected for in-state students on the 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ credtthourswi~outpa~nganymoremone~ ba~s ofaun~er~~~ling~a~technkall~ 
We'll tell you in a second. First, you should know 
that we're opening another new restaurant in Orlando 
at 4500 East Colonial Drive. And we are hiring full- and 
part-time positions in all areas. 
To get your application in while jobs are stiJl available, 
apply in person from 8:00am-6:00pm Monday through 
Saturday at 4352 East Colonial Drive at the Colonial 
Promenade Mall (adjacent to the New T.G.I. Friday's), 
Orlando, FL 407/ 896-7500. EOE. 
~ 
IU's regents, who adopted the plan in Decem- Indiana residents pay "fees", not tuition . 
her, said the idea was to help parents beat the Out-of-state residents are eligible for partial 
rising cost of tuition at state schools. scholarships that make up the difference be-
ButRaper's family was offered a good deal by tween in-state fees and totals charged to out-of-
the university once before, one the school now state residents. 
may not want to honor. Now Iu officials say they may let Raper, an 
In 1856, IU fundraisers told potential donors Indiana resident, use the_ benefit to cover the 
that if they contributed $100, tuition would be difference, too. But Raper's mother said h er 
waived for them, their sons, grandsons, great great-great-great grandfather would not have 
grandsons, and so on in perpetuity. purchased a perpetual scholarship if it were 
Sixty-eight people took the offer, including intended to pay only out-of-state tuition. 
state Rep. Elias Abel, Raper's great-great- "I just can't understand why he'd purchase 
great-great grandfather. Raper is now trying to something that would be no good to him." 
benefit from the deal. However, Indiana resi- Green insisted citizens wouldn't let the 
dents pay about $1,100 a semster, not $8 as in Raper case dissuade them from buying a lot of 
1856, and the university is studying how it will IU's new "Guaranteed Tuition Certificates", 
handle the family's claim. which are made to look like stock certificates 
James Green, IU's director of news services, and are now being promoted by a public rela-
said university counsel CliffK Travis received tions agency. 
copies of wills and documents Jan. 18 that "This is something completely different." 
establish a line of succession for the scholar- However, Iu finance chief John Hackett admit-
ship, and the university will decide whether to ted "sales were a little lighter than what we had 
honor the 1856 offer soon. anticipated,"b1amingthe holiday season for the 
UWe wem't able to make a decision without disappointment. 
them," Green said. "A person needs to show A number of states and schools have adopted 
eligibility before it will be honored." prepaid tuition plans. Michigan, which began 
Raper's mother, Nancy Raper, said she has its plan in early 1988, reports high sales. But 
known about the scholarship since she was a Pittsburgh's Duquesne University, which in-
little girl, but considered the piece of paper on 1y vented the idea in 1985, dropped it last year, 
a curiosity until a year ago. Previous genera- sa~ng it was losin5 ~'.)" much money on the 
INTERESTED IN PUBLIC 
RELATIONS? 
Buckle up Florida ... It's the Law 
The UCF Chapter of the Public Relations Student 
Society of America is holding its membership and 
organizational meeting for all who are interested 
on· Wednesday, February 15 at 2 p.m. in Philips 
Hall, Room 212.Come on out and get involved. 
Meet people, find out about job opportunities, 
hear guest speakers, and gain insights about the 
Public Relations profession. Your membership in 
PRSSA guarantees a membership in the national 
organization PRSA when you graduate. 
REASONS TO JOIN PRSSA: 
PRSA is the ONLY nationally recognized . 
professional PR organization 
PRSSA is the FIRST UCF chapter that has 
been established. Join now and you will 
be eligible to be a CHARTER member 
You'll meet people just ~ike you, who are. interested in · 
furthering their careers 
It's fun! 
For more information call Rob at 277-4191 or Judi at 299-0277 
SPORTS PUB 
3853 E. Colonial Dr. located at the co~ner of 
Herndon & Colonial 
(across form the AMC Fa~hion Village 8 theaters) 
898-7972 
Hours 11-2 am 
• DAILY DRINK AND LUNCH SPECIALS 
• 8' SCREEN TV 
• POOL TABLES, GAMES & DARTS 
• DANCING & ENTERTAINMENT 
• ~IVE DJ (Wednesday & Saturday nites) 
• FULL SERVICE BAR 
• RAW OYSTER BAR, SHRIMP AND 
SANDW~CHES 
{ "we shuck 'em ... you suck 'em" ) 
'THURSDAY - COLLEGE NtGHT 
"Beat the C~ock" 
50 ¢ Draft $3. 75 Pitchers 
"DON'T Miss· THE 
FUN AN·D ACTION" 
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Progressive Rock 
Music! 
* 
* 
. . 
SEVEN SECONDS 
. . 
SEVEN SECONDS 
(with opening act to be announced) 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1989 
· Doors open: 8 pm 
Concert starts: 9 pm 
Student Activities Center · 
... 
Tickets $6 - can be purchased 
at Murmur Records 
First 100 UCF Students get in FREE 
. " . 
~ 
GIANT IMPORTED£ * * * 
ROCK POSTERS * ·~ 
.. 
* 
* 
* 
* * . 
February 16 and 17 
-
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$3.10 $12~ 
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• 
• 
• 
_JL!CTllC ClltCU& 
• 
• 
• 
Get 2 Tokens for the price of 1 
• With This Coupon 
: Lake Howell Square Goldenrod Square 
• 1271 State Rd. 436 4084 North Goldenrod Rd. 
: Casselberry, Florida Winter Park, Aorida 
• NEXT To UNITED ARTISTS ONEMA NEXT To Pt.ITT ONEMA 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Valentine's Day is TU£sday, February 14 
Give the Love Struck 
GARFIELD" 
BOuquet. 
It's America's favorite cartoon cat with a 
big bouquet of fresh flowers. With the 
suction cup on his back your sweetheart 
will really get stuck on him. Just ClllJ 
~ Aorist and order now! We 
accept most Major credit cards. Call and 
charge It today! We're open 9am - 7pm. 
"Give the Low Struck C.arfleld Bouquet" 
A Full Service Florist 
10069 U~lverslty Boulevard 
LOCATED AT SUNCEST Vlll.AGE 
CORNER OF UNIVERSITY & DEAN 
Stzirting at $29.99 
679-6787 
SADD 
FROM PAGE 1 
·school students. . 
Chris Waas, President of 
11 e 
MAKING PERFECT 
• .4 • • 
The Central Florida Future, February 14, 1989, 7 
the UCF chapter,- explained 
"We'd like to get involved in 
regular [alcoholic] parties 
people may have . . . to just get 
our foot in the door and say 'If 
you're going to drink, okay, 
just don't drive." 
For. more information on 
the Alcohol Awareness Week 
fund raising activities or any 
other SAD D programs call 
extension 5457. 
Rusty Jones, sophomore (left) and Marc Durrance, junior, practice outside the Fine ~s Building. 
• ••••••••••••• • ••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• 
HAVE FUN INTHE SAC (student activity center) • • 
• 
CoMEdY 
kNigHt 
TONIGHT: 
8:00PM 
FREE! 
GO SEE· 
CHICAGO CHAMBER BRASS 
7pm·; SCA . 
• 
... . ~0~11: 
• • • • • • 0 . . ... 
'If.,. • 
·.~l ...... •t 
•• -c.c.fl s 
·. ~ ~:<JopM •••• t>~c.Y 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Abortion debates spring 
up on coltege campuses 
by Mlcl'.lael O'Keefe 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
Prompted by the U.S. Su-
preme Court's decision to rule 
in a case that could make 
abortions illegal, rallies for 
and against abortion have 
broken out on a number of 
campuses in recent weeks, and 
both sides say they will step up 
efforts to recruit more stu-
dents to walk their picket 
lines. 
Students at Stephens Col-
lege in Missouri, Iowa State, 
Yale and Western Michigan 
universities and the universi-
ties of Houston, Washington, 
Texas and Illinois, to name a 
few, have rallied for and 
against abortion in recent 
weeks with an intensity 
unusual even for this issue. 
Organizers predict more 
campus efforts will come as the 
term rolhwn, and the Supreme 
Court's decision - due this 
spring - approaches. 
In early January, the court 
agreed to rule on a Missouri 
law that limits abortions in 
that state. 
If the court rules the law is 
constitutional, it would effec-
tively alter or even overturn its 
landmark 1973 Roe vs. Wade 
decision, which stopped states 
from passing laws restricting 
women from obtaining abor-
tions. 
"We've grown up with this 
right to abortions," Stephens 
College sophomore and pro-
choice activist Jane Drum-
mond said. "We've never really 
thought of it as something we'd 
need to fight for.Now it may be 
taken away from us." 
Hoping to drive that 1esson 
home and portray just how 
profoundly an anti-Roe deci-
sion would affect college 
women, pro-choice advocates 
are fanning out to speak at 
college campuses whenever 
they can. 
The National Abortion 
Ri ghts Action League 
(NARAL), a nation wide pro-
cboice group, and the National 
Organization for Women 
(NOW), have long "ignored 
campuses," admits NARAL's 
campus coordinator Marcy 
Wilder, who now says, "It's 
time to focus on them again." 
NARAL and NOW already 
have pro-choice groups on 
about 55 campuses, Wilder 
said, and hope to mobilize stu-
dents at 400 schools in upcom-
ing weeks. Then they will try 
to draw "hundreds of thou-
sands" of supporters to Wash-
ington, D.C., in April to sup-
port abortion, she said, to 
counter the large pro-life ac-
tions held in January. 
"What needs to ·happend is 
that the pro-choice movement 
needs to become more visible," 
Wilder said. "The anti-abor-
tionists have been very visible. 
We need to do -the same." 
"College women are the 
perfect activists for this issue," 
said Ronni Rothman of the 
American Association of Uni-
versity Women. "They're a 
relatively untouched hotbed 
for this issue, and many pro-
choice activists are already 
tapping into that grassroots 
energy." 
Since the Supreme Court 
bases its decisions on the 
Constitution, .common law, 
case law and previous rulings, 
it's much less susceptible to 
public opinion than Congress 
or the president. "Unfortu-
nately, you can't picket the 
Supreme Court," said Roth-
man. 
Yet, Wilder says, "If we can 
convince the court there will be 
a lot of confusion in American 
society if they overturn Roe vs. 
Wade, they may act less drasti-
cally." 
Pro-life activists, too, are 
recruiting students to pres-
sure the ·court - and sway 
public opinion - to limit or 
criminalize abortion. 
In Texas, for example, pro-
life students at Rice, St. 
Mary's and Our Lady of the 
Lake universities, Del Mar 
College and the universities of 
Texas and Dallas have formed 
a statewide network, Texas 
Collegians for Life, to press 
their case. 
"We think there should be 
alternatives to abortion," said 
Joe Pojman, a University of 
Texas grad student who is the 
group's president. "No woman 
should need to have an abor-
tion because there are no alter-
natives." 
The Missouri law which 
has led to the renewed abor-
tion controversy states that 
hum an life begins at con cep-
tion, bans public facilities from 
performing abortions, and 
requires pregnant women to 
undergo tests to determine 
"fetus viability" before being 
allow to get a private abortion. 
Legal scholars say the 
court could declare the Jaw 
unconstitutional, thus leaving 
women's rights to undergo the 
procedure unchanged. 
It could also declare the 
Missouri law constitutional 
but leave Roe vs. Wade intact. 
The court could also overturn 
Roe. 
If the status quo is changed, 
activists on both sides of the 
issue say, life for collegians 
could change dramatically. 
"We're not really sure what 
this all means yet," said Roth-
man. "The court could chip 
away at Roe vs. Wade, giving 
the states more leeway in 
regulating abortion. The worst 
case will be that while the rich 
will always be able to find 
abortions, the poor won't. Stu-
dents will be hard hit since 
most don't have a lot of money. 
"A lot of it just depends on 
where you go to school," Roth-
man continued, explaining 
that if Roe is overturned each 
state will determine its own 
abortion statutes. 
Wilder reports that five 
states - Idaho, Illinois, Lou-
isiana, South Dakota and 
Kentucky - already have 
laws to make abortion a crime 
if Roe vs. Wade is overturnecl. 
Dozens of others, including 
Connecticut, New Hampshire, 
California, Georgia, New Mex-
ico and Wisconsin, have laws 
that will greatly restrict access 
to abortions if Roe is over-
turned. 
Abortions, consequently, 
could become much more ex-
pensive and difficult to obtain. 
Pro-life advocates say such 
a turn could have a profound 
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TAEKWON-DO W.T.F. 
Korean Art of Self petense 
Classes taught by Grand Master 
K.J.Lee 8th dan Blackbelt and 
raduate of Cho-Sun Univ. Korea 
Self-Discipline SPECIAL CALL NOW 331-7400 
Self-Confidence STUDENT ONE FRE_E LESSON 
S FREE Uniform Korean Philosoph RA TE 
'"' • with any course 
• 
A Large Original Cheese Pizza 
For Just $6.89 ! (See couponbelow) 
At this price, you can afford 
to top off a large original 
cheese pizza any way you 
like. Load rt up with the 
toppings of your choice for 
just a httle extra. And of 
course, we'll deliver your 
custom-made pizza hot 
and fresh to your door in 
30 minutes or less 
Guaranteed! Call now. 
Guaranteed Twice! 
Real pizza. Generous 
toppings. To your door in 
30 minutes or less, or 
we II take $3.00 OFF 
the price of your pizza! 
And if you're not happy 
with your pizza for any 
reason, we'll replace it 
or refund your money. 
MENU 
Our Original Cheese 
Pizza: 
12" medium $6.36 
16" large $8 63 
100% Real L~ 
Cheese ~ 
Choose any combination 
o f 12 delicious toppings: 
Pepperon i, Mushrooms, 
Bacon, Black Olives, 
Onions, Green Peppers, 
Ground Beef, Ham, 
Sausage, Hot Pepper 
Rings, Extra Cheese 
and Extra Thick Crust. 
12" $1.02/ topping 
16" $1 .45/topping 
Coke in 12 oz. cans 
for$.60. 
Prices do not include tax. 
Serving Un/versify at· 
Central Florida: 
896-3030 
12213 University Blvd 
Hours: 
11AM-1AM Sun.-Thurs. 
11AM-2AM Fri. & Sat 
Limited delivery areas. 
Drivers carry less than $20 . 
© 1989 Domino's Pizza, Inc. 
r••••••••••••••••••••••• -
Large 
Original 
Cheese Pizza 
for$6.89! 
Order a delicious 16" 
large original cheese 
pizza and you pay only 
SB.891 Each additional 
topping only $1.28. 
(Tax not included.) 
Coupon Necessary. 
Offer good thru 2/28/89. 
Valid at participating locations only. Not valid with any other offer Pnces 
may vary Customer pays applicable sales tax. Limited delivery areas. 
L Dnvers carry leas than S20. Cl1989 Domino's Pizza, Inc. .I 
----------------------r------~---------------1 11 $1.00 ·: Order any 12" medium original pizza and get 
OFF' $1.000FF! I . • Coupon Necessary. : all Offer good thru 2/28/89. : 
mJll® : 
Valid al partlclpatlngAocatlons only. Not valid with any other otter. Prices I 
may vary. Customer pays applicable sales tax. Limited delivery areas. I 
Driver.i carry less than $20. ()1989 Domino's Pius, Inc. • 
·----------------------r···················--·, ; $2 00 Orderadelicious16" : 
I • large original pizza with I 
I 0 FF! TWO or more toppings I I and get $2.00 OFF! I I Coupon Necessary. I : r ijll Offer good thru 2128/89. I 
: sit : I I 
I Valid at participating locations only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices I 
I ~~i;r~r%~';~~~°:~~~~~~~~,;~8~e0~~~~~;P~~~!'.~~:elivery areas. I 
·----------------------· 
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• 
• 
SAVE BIG TIME 
N0w is the TIME to save on your 
Herff Jones college ring. 
u~40- ··· 
TO ¥l45 
OFF OFF OFF 
10K ·· 14K 18K 
II HERFF JONES 
., Collese R lns~ 
-------------------
PRESENT THIS COUPON 
AND RECEIVE AN ADDITIONAL $10. OFF 
THE PURCHASE PRICE OF YOUR 
GOLD HERFE-JONES RING. 
- - The Herff J~es Repr~.rtlativeWill Be OnC~pus~ - -
Feb. 13th - 15th 9:00 A.M. at the University Bookstore 
• Coupo_n Valld Feb 13th • 15th deposit required !I HERFF JONES 
Enter the Zenith Data Systems 
MASTERS of 
INNOVATION 
COMPETITION 
Win a $5,000* Zenith Computer System. 
\\t.··n· '<·an hi11){ Ii 1r 1111m111·11\\ :, inllf >\ <1!01-... • 
II ""'' c <kn·lup" I , ""~'I »lh><occ '" h;onlwo<C<·-olooo0 i' ,., "" l'"llolc "l<h u•
4 
';t·11it11 _l>;iJ;t s\-..ll'Jll' pn )( hll l'-:- tfl crc·a1ivd~ addr<"~~ a pn ihlt-111 or la'k in \ IJltr 
hdcl of sl1lfh. \\C: \\·a111 In hear In •Ill you. 
Ylllt could \\"Jll ;t . _j_IKll l"' /.e11i1h J)ara s~~l('fll~ ("OlllJllill' f" '\~ft• fll Im \CHIN:ll: -
$ :1.000* \\"Oil] I 11f ("( tlllj>llll"f" L"<JlliplllL' lll for your re 1Jlq.~l' C":tlllJ>ll~ ght•Jl Ill ·1 - "" . 
'"ltr nanu·. and 11;11irn1al rcnl){11irion frorn \Olli" Jl('<'f,. • · ·• · _.... 
For More Infonnalion And Official Rules, CaU J-800-553·0301. 
Competition Ends March I, 1989. Void Where Proh!bited. 
~I ~:Jfems l>tl J1• .• ,,, ,r ,,,our;p.,; .... ,.r ... 1 • ·" 
FOR MORE F·JFOR.MATION COME BY TC-522 
OR CALL CAPT. EDDIE L. COLE AT 275-2430 
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Feds want Pell Grant 
recipients dru9·free 
Staff Report 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
In a move some student 
advocates are calling reminis-
cent of "1984's" Big Brother, 
the federal government said 
Feb. 3 it would start asking 
students who get Pell Grants 
to prove they don't use illicit 
drugs. 
The measure was pub-
lished in the Federal Register, 
the list of regulations and 
rules the government pro-
duces to enforce federal laws. 
The drug rule, which will auto-
matically go into effect if it's 
notfonnallychallenged within 
90 days, was created to imple 
ment the Drug-Free Work 
Place Act of 1988. It asks that 
all federal grant recipients like 
weapons manufacturers, high-
way builders and apparently 
even students work in "drug-
free" environments. 
Applying it to students, 
said Sheldon Steinbach of the 
American Council on Educa-
tion, the campus presidents' 
lobbying group in Washington, 
D.C., was "a strained interpre-
tation (of the law) that strikes 
me as being l:>eyond the pale of 
what was intended." 
The U.~. Dept. of Educa-
tion, which issued the rule, 
disagrees. 
Somehow, students will 
have to swear they're not drug 
abusers . 
"We're deciding if students 
will have to sign a separate 
form or just check a box on the 
grant application form," said 
department spokesman Jim 
Bradshaw. "But they will have 
to certify they are drug-free 
and not using the funds for 
drug-related activities." 
If students lie on the form, 
Bradshaw said, they could lose 
their grants. 
Still, no one knows how to 
determine if they are lying. 
"We don't have the resources to 
check on every student," Brad-
shaw admitted. 
"We'll base our information 
on tips that students have 
gotten involved in drugs or on 
newspaper articles about drug 
activities," Bradshaw said. 
Past convictions for drug 
possession or sales shouldn't 
affect a student's Pell Grant 
application, Bradshaw said, 
b lt it is an issue the Education 
Department is considering. 
"If the money is going to be 
used for drugs, then it's better 
if they hand it to someone who 
would make good use of it," 
said a Pell Grant recipient at 
San Diego City College, who 
asked that her name not be 
used. 
"It's great," she said. 
But Kevin Harris, organiz-
mg director of the United 
States Student Association in 
Washington, D.C., called the 
regulations "an invasion of the 
personal right to privacy," and 
a poor signal for the new Bush 
SEE DRUGS PAGE 13 
ANDRE C. JAKUBOWSKI. M.D., P.A. 
Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Infertility & Laser Colopscopy 
With First Office Visit 
FREE PAP 
& 
10% Discount for 
Students 
NearU.C.F. 
4063 N. Goldenrod Rd. 
- Suite 5 -
Wint er Park, FL 32 792 
FOR APPOIN1MENT CALL 
( 407) 679-5533 
Order your college ring NOW 
.JOSTENS 
A M E R I C A " S C 0 L L E C E R I N C"' 
Date: Feb 13 - 17 Time: 10:00 - 3:00 Deposit: $15.00 · 
.. ,,J.f « ~PW~ . Paymen. t PlansA~ 
~"' ~~~ =~~ill 
Meei with your Jostens represen1a1111e for full details. See our complete ring seteclion on display., your college bookstore. 
• M>l9CCP~Sat> 
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TODAY AND TOMORROW 
Photo ID required 
Expense limit for candidates campaign $805.37 
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Federal judge finds SAT's prejudiced against women 
Staff Repon 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
A federal judge ruled Feb. 3 that 
New York state could not use Scholas-
tic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores as the 
sole criterion for awarding scholar-
ships to students. 
Some students had argued that 
using scores from the SAT - which 
critics contend are biased in favor of 
white males - to award scholarships 
effectively eliminated many women 
and minority men from getting grants. 
"It's really a very important, prece-
dent-setting case," said Isabelle Katz 
Pinzler, director of the Women's Rights 
Project for the American Civil Liberties 
Union (ACLU) and the students' lead 
attorney. 
"It's really not fair to anybody to 
give a scholarship based· on a three-
hour test given on a Saturday after-
noon rather than (basing it) on four 
years of high school." 
U.S. District Judge John Walker 
said it was apparently the first case in 
which female students sought to use 
federal civil rights statutes to chal-
lenge a state's reliance on standardized 
tests. 
"The evidence is clear that females 
score significantly below males on the 
SAT while they perform equally or 
slightly b~tter than males in high 
school," Walker wrote in his decision. 
The judge said the state Education 
Department and its commissioner, 
Thomas Sobol, both named in the suit, 
rely solely upon the SAT in awarding 
Regents and Empire scholarships. He 
said the practice "deprives young 
women of the opportunity to compete 
equa11y for these prestigious scholar-
ship's." 
Walker ordered the state to change 
its method of awarding the 
scholarships. 
State officials had no immediate 
comment on the ruling. 
"I think it will have limited applica-
tion," said Stanford von Mayrhauser, 
general counsel for the Educational 
Testing Service, the creator of the SAT. 
"Critics of the SAT will have false 
comfort" if they think the test is 
doomed. New York and Massachusetts 
are the only states that give state 
scholarships based solely on SAT per-
formances. The suit was filed by the 
ACLU on behalf of the New York chap-
ter of the National Organization for 
Women, the Girls Club of America and 
10 female students. 
Free Catalog 
of Government 
books 
Get help with 
Getting Ready for the CLAST 
Reading, Writing, Essay, Mathematics 
This concise text Includes Instruction and sample tests created 
using the latest state CLAST specifications. You'll d iscover where 
you need help and you'll get the help you need. 
P.O. Box 3 7000 
Washington DC 
20013-7000 (~ 
\v~:J 
....., 
2238 "Winter Woods Blvd. Winter Park, Fl 
(407) 678 - 8400 
CLASSES FORMING NOW! 
Anorexia: 
the 
thin 
obsession 
Fear of gaining the slightest weight. Frequent 
fasting. An obsession with dieting. Any of these 
symptoms could be a sign of anorexia - and a 
warning to get help. The kind provided by our 
Eating Disorders Program. So if you or someone 
you care for suffers with this problem, call us -
and strike a healthy balance. 
~ Florida Hospital 
. ~ Altamonte 897-1616 
GRAND OPENING ! 
~ Ask for it at your bookstore. 
Z H&H Publishing Company, Inc. 
.· .. .. 
NEW from Hewlett-Packard 
The HP-HB BusincssCilculator 
Students: 
Make the most of your 
study time with thts 
easy-to-use calculator. 
The HP-425 RJ'N ~1cntific Cat...u lator 
Power to handle your 
tough problems. And 
it's the best one 
available for matrix 
and vector math! 
Come in and try one today. 
~;w HEWLETT ~.l'..-PACKARD L!I INTERNATIONAL 
Calculator & Computer 
2914 Corrine Drive, Orlando • 898-0081 
- - -- - - - ----·- - - -----------------r 
: DUFFY'S SUBS 
I PRESENTS 
: FREE SUB SANDW;CH 
I WHEN YOU BUY ONE 
I 
lndudes free lettuce,tomatoes, 
pickles,onions,hot peppers.oil 
and vinegar 
I 
I 
I 
I 
We have Drive 
Thru Service 
679-2448 
I 10042 University 
I Blvd. One mile west of UCF on the I corner of Dean Rd .. 
(University Oaks) 
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ABORTION 
FROM PAGE 8 
effect on collegians' behavior. 
"Regardless of the legali-
ties, abortion is still seen as a 
need. That's the problem," said 
Pamela Wilson, president of 
the University of Houston's 
Students for Life and Femi-
nists for Life of America. 
The way to change that 
kind of thinking, said Wilson, 
is to push for greater access to 
birth control and sex educa-
tion for students, and for more 
day-care facilities for young 
children. "It's sad we've ac-
If yqu ~you can't get it, )OO're deacf wrong. 
cepted (abortion) as a compro-
mise. We've been lead to be-
lieve abortion is a cure-all." 
While Pojman, on the other 
hand, also would like to see 
more day care and adoption 
programs, he· sees sex educa-
tion - as well as abortion - as 
a cause of student pregnan-
cies. 
''When abortion is not avail-
able, people act more responsi-
bly," he said. "People are using 
it as an escape valve." 
Sex education and access to 
contraceptives "is in trouble if 
Roe vs. Wade goes," said Roth-
man. ''This doesn't bode well 
for a lot of issues." 
Jt11l llOl•MATII CAii •..C •A.M.M..CS fl :.l • .Utt1& l'M1flffll: UY t"AtYU& 
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Dislnbuled u 1 public savice ~Th• Obxrvcr 
Everyone's Going To Allie's! 
·Allie's, the new national restaurant chain from Marriott, is 
definitely a break from the traditional. We have the same Marriott 
dedication to quality and customer service, but we're different. 
Some say we're casual. Some say we're stylishly uncon-
ventional. We say we're perfectly in tune with today. You cari join 
us now. 
CREW POSITIONS 
Full & Part-Time 
• Service Assistants • Host/Hostesses • Servers • Cooks 
• Kitchen Prep • Cashiers • Dish Machine Operators 
STOP IN AND SEE US. 
Drop in and learn about our solid wages, training, benefits, advance-
ment, convenient schedules and more. Interested applicants should 
~ apply in person 9 a.m.-7 p.m. daily to: ALLIE'S Restaurant, 
m:! 10615 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando, FL (Union Park). 
~ I A~~~E~. 
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/HN • 
Documentation of Identity and Employment Eligibility Required 
LEGEND leads the way to a 
new level of sr:yle ... strong, 
distinctive, elegant LEG END, 
with handsome new school 
identification features, 
and a multitude of other 
customizlng options, is also 
the first ring to offer a 
choice of ~o side designs. 
For the ultimate memento 
of your college experience, 
choose LEGEND. Exclusively 
from ArtCarved, the sr:yle 
leaders. 
1be Quality. 
1be Cra.ftrmansbip. 
Tbe Reward 1bu Deserve. 
DATE - FEBRUARY 13 TH - 15TH 
TIME - 9:00A.M. - 3:00 P.M. 
PLACE - UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
Q .,.~a....... DeposlAliqMIMI 
R I S E RV E 0 FF I C I R S' TR A I N I NG C 0 R P S 
Connne Salewslo, Seruor, Uruversny o f WlSconsm-M ilwaulcee 
"MY ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIP 
PUT ME IN THE HOSPITAL LAST SUMMER." 
"I won a two-year scholarship uom Army ROTC. 
It's paying about $5200 toward my UWM educa-
tion. But it paid off even more last summer with 
five weeks of nursing experience in an Army 
hospital." 
Corinne Salewski is one of hundreds of 
nursing students who win Army ROTC scholar-
ships each year. You can, too. 
ARMY ROTC 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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administration to send to stu-
--:------.,-------~----4 dents. 
ris predict~d. "It's another sig-
nal of Big Brother looking 
down on the student popula-
tion. They want to blame 
youth for the drug problem. It's 
erazy." In fact, students are 
not the only ones being at-
tacked in the war on drugs. 
Gov. Bob Martinez announced 
that, starting in August, all 
new state.eniployees-includ-
ingfacultymembers, adminis~ 
trators, staffers and student 
workers at State University 
System of Florida campuses -
would have to pass drug tests 
FOOD AND SPIRITS 
Live Entertainment· Wed. thru Sun 
• 
Social Hours 
2for1Well•75¢ Draft •$4.00 Pitcher 
Mon. -Sun 1til 7 PM 
MOn-Fri: Munchies & Hors d' oeuvres 4 PM - 7 PM 
• Tuesday Night 
Ladies Drink 2 for 1 ft· om 9-11 pm 
DELI OPEN 
EACH DAY 'TIL 
ONE HOUR PRIOR 
TO CLOSING 
;: .;.;._ :· 
12247 University Blvd. 
282. 2476 
STUDENT 
LEGAL SERVICES 
Student Legal Services provides ~ 
students with assistance in selected . 
areas of law such as landlord/tenant, 
consumer, non-criminal traffic and 
uncontested dissolusions. You can 
receive attorney cosultation and·rep-
resentation FREE OF CHARGE to 
qualified students. Call 275-2538 or 
stop by SC 210 for more information 
or an appointment 
Problems With... Need ... 
• Landlords? 
• Insurance? 
• Contracts? 
•Police? 
"I think you'll hear a large 
outcry from stud en ts in oppo-
sition to this regulation," Har- In early January, Florida before being hired. 
. Here Today, Gone Tomorrow ... 
It's Up To Us! 
. Join Today! 
,-------------, 
I Save the Manatee® Club I 
I 500 N. Maitland Ave. I 
I Maitland. FL 32751 (407) 539-0990 I 
I I want to help. Please accept my tax I 
· 1 deductible donation in the amount of I 
The highly endangered manatee 
is Florida's official state marine mammal. 
I S 15.00 to help save Florida's manatees I 
I Name I 
It is a unique, gentle, vegetarian that likes to 
eat. sleep. swim, and play. Unless more of us 
support manatee conseNation efforts, we could 
lose this wonderful species. 
I I I Address I 
I City St_Zip I L _____________ _J 
.. ·sanoar 
SEAFOOD RESTAURANT. MARKET & LOUNGE i RAw ON IBE HALF SHELL l !~ 
10YSTERS .$199AooZENI I WITII THIS COUPON & PURCHASE ,' 'f-
l LIMIT 1 DOZEN OF AN ENTREE EXPIRES ·~ PER ENTREE 2-15-89 - -;:;~-;;:R~~T~~,- -;;;si;~:\fl:;;~MAY . 
~ In lounge from 6--8 p.m. Mon.-Sat. . '' 
l 2054 N. Semoran Blvd.· 114 Mile N. of Aloma 
Casselton Comers across• from s 
677-0197 
-:..· 
.-' 
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Reviewing the 
scorecards leads 
to split decision 
Sometimes the art of decision is indecision. 
Tuesday students can cast their votes for the next 
student body president. 
Before we tell you who The Central Florida Future 
prefers for the positions, let us start by telling you 
who we didn't choose and why. 
The ticket of Scott Rausch and Matt Boucher is one 
of youth and optimism. 
Both men have good intentions. Both have good 
communication skills. Both have some degree of 
experience. But they appear to have no idea of what 
the jobs they seek entail. 
Strong on their platform is increasing student 
parking. The key word here is more. Their p1ans 
consist of paving or inserting gravel in the dirt 1ots. 
While this would improve what we have, it would still 
leave us with the same number of parking spaces. 
They also seem unaware of the costs of new park-
ing lots. Rausch asked why the university couldn't 
use the money spent to "re-pave" the parking lots to 
simply buy new lots. 
Two points: (1) the lots were only sealcoated and 
painted. (2) the cost of this project could not begin to 
pay for even the small gravel lots they are so fond of. 
In general, Rausch and Boucher deserve an honor-
able mention for appearance and recognition of stu-
dent needs. However, realistic solutions require 
more than vague generalities. 
Who, then, do we prefer? The party of Dash Wen-
drzyk and Fred Schmidt. Yes, you heard right. The 
two tickets are neck and neck when it comes to 
qualifications and especially answers. 
What one ticket lacks, the other makes up for. As 
far as funding for projects like parking and housing, 
these two know where to go and have solid ideas on 
how ro get it. 
Schmidt and Toutikian, for example, favor a plan 
that would urge the Orlando Chamber of Commerce 
and the Alumni Association to purchase individual 
student parking spaces (much like the Alumni Plaza 
idea). 
Part of this money would go toward the construc-
tion of the spaces, and some would be used for in-
house scholarships. In a word, they're the "slick 
ticket." 
Wendrzyk and Funderburke share some of the 
same ideas on parking lots, and also have some 
feasible plans ro make scholarships more accessible. 
They plan to start a scholarship search service which 
would match students with scholarships they may 
qualify for. 
This ticket comes across as the "honesty ticket." 
We feel that Wendrzyk and Funderburke would be 
more open with students than Schmidt, but 
Schmidt's strong communication skills would be an 
asset when it came to representation in the Florida 
Student Association. 
Who will we vote for between the two? It's irrele-
vant. What is relevant is ·!fudent participation in the 
election. You have heard their voices, and you have 
heard ours. Now it's time to hear yours. Vote. 
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• I AM NOT A BIGOT 
Ediror: 
I felt I must respond to the letter 
that Mr. Brown sent to you in 
answer to my letter giving my 
opinion about the granting of a 
charter to the gay club. 
First, I would like to say that it 
saddens me that a person who is 
only giving an opinion which ex-
presses a deeply held religious 
belief is labeled (all of these words 
are Mr. Brown's) narrow minded, 
bigot, arrogant, self-styled 
prophet, ignorant, intolerant and 
fanatical. 
You will take notice, Mr. 
Brown, that I will not call you any 
names because I will defend your 
right to express your opinion. You 
call me those names and at the 
same time tell me to go into a closet 
with my opinion. 
Mr. Brown,justassurely as you 
are able to vote either Democrat or 
Republican, you are free to express 
either a religious or an unreligious 
belief. Yet it sounds like you would 
deprive me of that opportunity. 
Just because your opinion is differ-
ent from mine does not mean it is 
better, nor even if it was does that 
mean you have the right to tell me 
that I can't voice mine with the 
same freedom. So, ifl must go into 
the closet, I am afraid that you 
must go also. 
Your reaction to my letter also 
led you to accuse me of things 
which I never said. For example, 
you said that I said "gays are not to 
be tolerated on this campus." In 
the future, Mr. Brown, when you 
are writing letters, please get your 
facts straight. 
I never said that at all. I was 
only giving an opinion about not 
agreeing with the decision to grant 
the gay club a charter on this 
campus. Please do not put words in 
my mouth. You also said that "Mr. 
DeBlois called for all Christians to 
rally behind him in his drive to 
push gays off campus." 
Again, I never said that, Mr. 
Brown, read my lips - I said "So 
come on out of the closet, you 
Christians out there. Students, let 
your voice be heard on this issue." 
Also, in the start of my letter, I 
caned on students to voice their 
opinion whether they agreed with 
me or not. I have no more right to 
be on this campus than they do. I 
was merely expressing my opin-
ion. 
Also, Mr. Brown challenged me 
to present evidence that the forma-
tion of a gay club on campus will, 
by itself, have any effect on the 
incidence of AIDS here. First of all, 
I never said that it would. Second, 
I just said that I was against sanc-
tioning a lifestyle that helps 
spread a disease that is currently 
killing thousands of people a year. 
Mr. Brown, if you do not believe 
that gay people are giving this 
disease to each other and dying 
from it in great numbers, then I 
would conclude that you are not 
aware of the facts. 
Let us talk about "loving my 
neighbor as thyself' for a minute. 
Mr. Brown, I love you and the gay 
people and everyone else enough to 
off er them something that you 
cannot find in this world - Jesus 
Christ's love, forgiveness and eter-
nal salvation. What does the world 
offer - condoms, beer and free sex. 
If you think I am a fanatic because 
I stand for what I stand for, then so 
be it. Is there any hope to be found 
in the things of this world? 
I love you enough, Mr. Brown, to 
take your criticism of me, and 
would still be excited about shar-
ing the Good News with you, were 
you to desire that. I really am not 
such a bad guy. I'll tell you what, 
let me challenge you to a duel at 
the Great Escape - cheeseburgers 
at 30 paces! 
We could see each other's horns, 
and maybe find out that the other 
person is not so bad after all. 
Stephen E. DeBlois 
psychology 
•ADMINISTRATION BLUES 
Editor: 
Are students now having to 
demonstrate the ability to fight the 
system as well as pass their classes 
to earn a degree at UCF? I must 
have missed the prerequisite for 
graduation that stated a st':ldents 
must show proficiency in adminis-
trative contention. 
And all this time, I thought 
getting through college meant 
working hard in your classes! 
I was unaware that it might be 
equally as challenging to get those 
classes as it would be to do well in 
them, or am I the only one who 
has been put on academic hold be-
cause of some fictional infraction? 
Did anyone else have to show 
the same proof of immunization 
several times before someone re-
corded it on the correct. form? Or 
did they record it correctly, then 
lose the form? 
Is the title of the student Finan-
cial Aid office a play on words? 
After hearing other students 
tell their Administration Building 
horror stories, I realize that I'm 
not an isolated victim of some 
psychology experiment to see how 
much incompetence I can tolerate 
before I snap as I thought origi-
nally. 
Aren't the operators of those 
offices supposed to provide a serv-
ice for the students? 
Why, then, do I get a different 
(and more amusing) story about 
the status of my Guaranteed Stu-
dent Loan every time I have a half 
hour to stand in line at Financial 
Aid? 
Is there a logical reason why 
filling out a change of address 
form with the registrars office 
means I must still make a seper-
ate trip to every other office I in-
terface with (financial aid, co-op, 
engineering) to change my ad-
dress there, too? 
And how could I be of junior 
standing and have a woman with 
undergraduate admissions tell 
me I've never been admitted to the 
university because UCF doesn't 
have a final high school transcript 
on record? Are these people jok-
ing? 
Only now, as a senior do I un-
derstand what earning a B.S. 
degree really means. Thanks 
UCF, for giving me a true under-
standing of what it takes to get 
through college! 
Sherrie McGlinchey 
electrical engineering 
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CAMPUS LITE · by Scott 
CAT.5 ALL OVER c..tMPU$ A.RE 
BEING- 'ROUNDED-UP AND CAl?TfD 
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
59 Symbol for 
chlorine 
61 Medleys 
63 Mitigate 
.._....,_...,. 65 Doctrine 
66 Thoroughfare: 
_..,._-t abbr. 
67 Organ of sight 
~+--+--t DOWN 
1 Capuchin 
monkey 
2 Not present 
3 River In Italy 
4 African 
antelopes 
5 More unusual 
6 Small piece 
7 Pale 
8 Urges on 
9 Symbol for 
sliver 
10 Fragile 
-+--t 12 Above 
14 College offlclals 
~ )IC>lJ OP€N 1H€ 'Dt:iJt<. TD VOL>~ 
OWN c!.TctZMINATtON/ 
44 Opp. of NE 
46 Old pronoun 
48 Clayey earth 
51 Twirled 
53 Dlfflculty 
57 Female ruff 
58 Execute 
60 Confederate 
general 
62 Brother of Odin 
64 Symbol for 
tellurium 
Solution 
~ 
~\ 
RUBES® by Legh Rubin 
17 Attend to t-=+.:..:.+-==-t-t-=+-=-
ACROSS 
1 Exhaus1 
gradually 
4 Proceed 
6 Perspiration 
11 Be prevalent 
13 Annoyed 
15 ExJsts 
16 Dessert 
18 Compass point 
19 Teutonic deity 
21 Leak through 
22 Soft drink 
24 Wife of Geralnt 
26 Knocks 
28 Lair 
29 Essence 
31 Dregs 
33 Rupees: abbr. 
34 Verve 
36 Temporary 
shelter 
38 For ins1ance 
~.,._.,._-t 20 Ceremony 
23 Hypothetical 
..___..__......__...... force 
40 Roman road 
42 Underground 
parts of 
plant 
45 Secret agent 
47 Go by water 
49 Forehead 
50 Cravats 
52 Seized 
54 Greek letter 
55 HaJt an em 
56 Sham 
24 Babylonian 
deity 
25 Spanish painter 
27 Prophet 
30 Rodents 
32 Superclllous 
person 
35 Tld est 
37 Ripped 
38 Showy flower 
39 Kind of piano 
41 Disturbance 
43 Irascible 
A comedy obout one nice gvy who got pushed too for. 
1MAGINE ENTERTAINMENT ~($00S A ROLUNS~MORRA-BREZNER KOOOCI~ 
'1liE 'BURBSH BRUCE DERN CARRIE FISHER RICK DUCOMMUN AND COREY FELDMAN 
· "'1tm~DANA OtsEN ~ERRY GOLDSMITH d0ANA OLSEN 
maw JOE DANTE iro~LARRY BREZNfRANDMICHAEL FINNELL 
@l~!C.~<=J~ ltl»~I~~ ~· ~JJ~~ 
You could Win Tickets 
to anOrlando Premiere 
Orlando premiere 
Wednesday, Feb .. 15. 
Opens nationwide Feb. 17. 
You could win a pair of tickets to a special 
advance showing of "The 'Burbs," courtesy 
of The Central Florida Future. 
Just stop by the Future news office (located 
next to the health center on campus) today 
or tomorrow. 
Tickets are limited and will be awarded on a 
first come, first served basis. · 
*he Central Florida Future 
7 
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Alpha Tau Omega 
Thanks to all KD's for a "Wrecking" good time 
atthe AT!l/ K6 Shipwreck party II TogalTogal 
The Toga party was a blast, thanks to all our 
Am hi sis', You all are Greatl Let's all get out 
and support ATO sports. Don't forget, Phone-
a-thon Wed. 15 6-9. For more info call Mike 
Rezmer or Bruce Grathwol. Happy Valentines 
Day II. 
Delta Tau Delta 
Hey Delts I Remember-Brotherhood Develop-
ment Program, Saturday 9:00 am. Bring 
change of dothes for Party Sat night Also, 
Sunday night, executive meeting at 5:00, 
Administrative at6:00, Formal chapter at7:00, 
Pledging ceremony at 8:00, and Finance 
meeting following Pledging ceremony. Happy 
Valentines Day ev9ryone. 
Pl Kappa Alpha 
Happy Valentines Dayl Pike LS B-Ball tonight 
at 7:30. Pike 1 tomorrow night at 9:30. Don't 
forget to vote today or tomorrow in SG elec-
tions. Vote for the ticket that will representyou-
RAUSCHI BOUCHER. 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Lil Sis Appreciation Weeki Take your Iii sis out 
to dinner on Tuesday. Don't forget to find a 
date for the sweetheart Dance on Saturday. 
Greek Week dues of $1. due Wednesday. 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Retreat was Spiritually Moving. Its time to 
crack the books, not the beer. Swinny, there is 
a call for you on the big white phone. Sig Ep 
soccer IQday at 5:00. GOOOOOOOO Sig Ep. 
Kappa Delta 
Thanx for a BLAST A ID's, Shipwreck was 
AWESOMElll We luv our Spring Pledges) 
Remember new initiate workshop, Wednes-
day. Good Luck to anyone trying out for 0-
team, KO #11 
Tae Kwon Do 
UCF T ae Kwon Do 
Want to make new friends, stay m shape and 
learn a martial art? Join the UCF Tae Kwon Do 
club. M,T 8-10, Th 7·9 pm Ed Bldg., or call Wes 
679-8002 leave message. 
Quotes 
"30 Seconds into the Future·. All Communica-
tions Majors are welcome ro hear Will Cratg. of 
Flonda Film and Tape, speak on the 1mpor· 
tance of communications in the future. Come 
to the Student Center room 211 Wed. Feb. 15 
aJ 4pm to get a glimpse of the full.Jre. 
Phi Theta Kappa 
General Meetings on Tuesday, Feb 14at1 :00 
and 5:00 in HPH 11 o. New Members Wel-
come. 
Gay Students Organization 
The Gay Students Organization will meet 
Thurs. Feb 23 at 7:30 pm For more info call 
The Center 894-7097 
Roommate Wanted for a nice house on Park 
Ave Winter Park. 3bdr. 2bth., W/D, yard. Very 
enioyable environment. $250. + 1/3 utilities. 
Call Murat 647-3112 (H) 275·2111 (W) . 
Rooms for rent In a 4 bdrm house 5 min from 
UCF. $135/ month+ $150. deposit. Available 
Feb 15. Call 365·1287, ask for Ed. 
Roommate Needed Now. 
Non-smoking female needed to share 3 bdrm/ 
2bth apartment located near school. $172. 
month 113 utilities & $70 deposit. Call Kristy or 
Patty after Spm 679-8271 . 
Looking for Roommate to share 2bdrmt 2bth 
apartment 1/2 rent plus 1/2 utilities. 6 mlles 
from UCF, pool, tennis, and much more. Call 
Becky 282·4456. 
Female for furnished apt., walk to UCF. $150. 
+utilities"' $150. dep. Cal 658-1941. 
Female Roommate Needed 
$145/ mo.+ 113 utilities Sherwood Forest 
Apt 2bdr 2bth. 
For info call Leslie at 275-2865 or 658-
0571 . 
FOf rent 1 bdrm efficiency apartment located 
1 block off Park Ave. $350/mo.-all util and bills 
are paid by owner. If Interested, please call 
John at 282-9685. 
Spring Break Week Condo For Rent, South 
Daytona Beach. Saturday March 4, through 
March 11. Seven nights $600. plus $100 re-
fundable cash seOJrity deposit. Sleeps 6 call 
365-5979. 
Apts. for rent· Sherwood Forest, f19ar UCF. 
Call Daksha Vakharla at 657-1967. Uc. Re. 
Broker. 
Government Homes from $1 (u-repair). Delin-
quent tax property . Repossessions. Call (1) 
805-687-6000 Ext GH- 4628 for current repo 
list. 
For Sale By CMner 2bdrm 1bth House. Be-
tween Gold£nrod and Union Park on 112 acre, 
new roof, inside laundry, extra rooms, easy 
access to all parts of town. Great lnvestmenL 
$44,900 or best offer. Call 677-4924 Please 
leave message. 
Two floppy disc dnve EPSOM Equity 256k, 
color monitor, IBM compatible. Call Suzan 
275-4119 for details. 
Tanning Canopy New $1500. Excellent $500. 
282-5482 leave message. 
Black & White Sony Watchman. 2" screen, 
good cond. Asking $80-Remote Control Air· 
plane- Piper Cub, most of tail section assem. 
Almost new· asking $90. Call Eric 380-5463. 
Sansui professional cassette deck $145 new 
$400 +6 channel professional mixer $75 Both 
perfect condition call Donovan 380-1570 after 
5pm. 
Imported designer fragrances from France 40 
to 80% below retail. Call 658-1060 or 869-
8996. 
Is Ii True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44 through 
the U.S government? Get the facts today I Call 
1-312-742·1142 Ext. 689. 
79 White Cudass Supreme. Great looking 
and runs well. Great for work and school. 275-
8668 $1100.00 Must Sell. 
1974 Ford Mustang 2. 78,000 miles runs 
greatl Call Chris at 695-0996. 
Suzuki Samurai JX87GoodConditlon .$5100 
Call 282-8184. 
Part-lime Help Wanted. Good Pay. Fit us Into 
your schedule . Call Professional Movers Inc. 
859-1334. 
Nanny Needed Live-in Miami. 2 children, car 
provided, private room and bath, hve in posi-
tion, separate entrance, no housekeeping, 
Sunday and Monday olf. Salary $250.00 per 
week. Call Nanny Placement Center in 
Orlando at 260-0031 ask for Pat. No Fee 
Involved. 
Summer Employment. Retail I Sales. Full or 
part-time, flexible hours. Call All-Pool 295-
4540 or 273-1840. 
X-Ray tech, flex1b e hours, Student Hea 
Center. Basic x-ray hcense required. Call 
Martha Ext 2094 or Dennis Ext 2902 If inter· 
ested 
Students needed co clean homes. Hours to fit 
schedule. Call 699-1636. 
The Cenval Florida Future is accepting appli-
cations for various staff positions Stop by the 
News Office beside the Health Cenrer .. 
$0.75 per line: UCF Students, staff, & faculty 
$1.50 per line: Non-students, & b.usinesses 
Boldface and underline extra (double line rate) 
Driving to Ohio for Spring Break If you need a 
ride, call 657-7749 or 862-9348, leave mes-
sage. 
Horizons Travel Agency call for low Airiare-
Cruise quotes 281-0836 
QUALITY WORK, REASONABLE PRICES 
Disk Storage, Word proccessor, 
Professional Secretaries At The 
Lowest Prices. 
R&C Executive Services. 628-3202. 
Moving? Any size load. Call Tim's Moving. 
Kiss. 396-4959 Ort. 656-0574. 
Excellent Word Processing • 366-0538 
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call 
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs. 
Fast Typing Service 
Quick, professional service. Free revisions. 
UCF's oldest typing firm. Same day and 
weekend service. Visa & Mastercard over 
18,300 satisfied. Sll.Jdents and 4 grouches I 
671-3007. 
Resumes and cover leners . Designed, re-
vised, typed - 657-0079. 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
One mile from UCF Campus 
All types of srudent documents. Same day 
serviceavailable. IBMlenerqual1tyword proc-
essing 
Fa.st· Professional •Accurate 
WORDMASTERS 277·9600 
Call Presbge Typing for your papers and 
resumes 277-7237. 
KCO Inc. WP/OP $1 • 2.50/ pg. 678-6735. 
Computer Help Available· 645-1858. 
Linear Controls 2n-1244. 
Physics Chemistry 277·1244. 
Spanish Help Available. Native speaker of 
Spanish. Call 281-3982. 
Help with Computers, Algebra, or physics. 
Call 275-4435. 
Band I Guitarist, bassist, and drummer looking 
for ginger. Play 
progressive and rock. Please call 275·4364 or 
275-4304. 
The Church at Alafaya, SBC 
(A Christian Church) 
Located at the Holiday Inn UCF 
At Sundays Service 10-11amFeb.19 
Steve Sheffler Concert 
Everyone Welcome 
Roger Rabbit, I love Youl Lil Duck. 
Congrats to Delta Gamma's New Initiates and 
Pledges, Love in the Bonds PAI 
Anchora 
To My Woobie, 
I want to thank you for making the happiest 
year of my life-but remember, it's only the 
beginning. Have a Happy Valentines Day 
Sweetheart. 
With My Endless Love, 
Your Hubbie. 
Happy Valentines Day to Clark from Lana, I 
know we can work out our problems. Don't 
believe what Lex said aboutheand I, it was not 
truel Please respond. 
J.R. 
Happy V.D. Oayl Can't wait to do that Wild 
Thang! 
Flubs. 
Wanted: SillyBoy to be a Pretty Girl's Valen· 
tine. 
Must be Tall, Dark and Handsome. 
Must have been a RAT tor one summer. 
Must have lndustnous nattJre with an 
Engineered Bodyll 
Happy Valentines Dayll LH8989 
Looking For A Valentine Sweetheartll rm a 
guy who likes passionate romance, and old-
fashioned love. For those ladies out there 
who need someone to nibble on your earsand 
show you what real fun is, please respon to ... 
LH8990 
Cost per issue: $--
Number of issues: 
TOTAL COST: $---
PREPAYMENT ONLY-No Refunds PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY one letter or punctuation 
mark per space, leaving one space between each word. · 
Insertion dates: 
D GREEK CORNER 
DCLUBINFO 
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Hours: Monday - Thursday: 9am- 9pm 
Friday: 9am- 7pm • Saturday: 1 Oam- 2pm 
MOVIE TICKETS 
· • General Cinema 
Fashion Square 
Altamonte Mall 
Parkwood Plaza 
Seminole Plaza 
Colonial Promenade 
DISCOUNT TICKETS 
• Busch Garde·ns 
• Wet-N-Wild 
•Sea World 
Beginning Sunday, February 5, 
the ·Library will extend services 
for an additional six hours 
weekly during the Spring 1989 
semester thanks to the efforts 
of and f ina·ncial assistance from 
theStudent Government 
• Magic Kingdom trh.e::· .. n:ew:::, ho1lrs:::;:Q.,fi·=;op:eitttiilD1~~ait<f.i::· 
Monday -Thursday 7:45 a.m. -12:00 midnight 
• EPCOT 
• Boardwalk & 
Baseball 
PLUS: 
Friday 7 :45 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
• United Artist 
Lake Howell 
Republic Squa~e 
Florida Mall 
Sunday 2:00 p.m. - 12:00 midnight 
R 
£ ... · s .... ,.. '· · ·.: . · ,., : ···'" }';'._. ·:··11··· ... Ii : ...... ,,., ..... ::;.,., .. :·: :::::::: ·=-1·· " :'/c.1·:·;'.·'. · -:.:,. 
e1erence erv1ce·s:::.:w1 :: ue·:::: .. av.=a1 au e.: 
• -General Information 
• UCF Phone 
durih9', the fo110wiqfi'.¥M~~~i~1!iibr£:;(;f~2~ 
• UC-6 
University Shoppes 
Directories 
• Film Processing 
Service 
Monday - Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
8: 15 a.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
8: 15 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
2:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
• AMC Theatres 
Fashion Village 8 
Interstate 6 
• Lost & Found 
• Ticket Masters 
Service Cash Only 
The Circulation and Serials Service will be 
continuously staffed during all hours operation 
CLOSED DURING ALL BREAKS 
For more information call: 
275-2060 
Services provided by Srudent Government 
THE21stSTUDENTSENATEREPORT 
15th Session February 7, 1988 
MEASURES UNDER CONSIDERATION Confirmation Votes 
BILLS 
2 7-31 Funding for Surf Club: This b ill a llocates funds to t he UCF surf 
club. (Pelletier, referred to OAF) Mark Mollan A&S seat 10 
2 7-34 New Umbrellas for SEPS: This bill a llocates funds for the purchase Uso Thieler A&S seat 4 
of umbrellas. (Joseph, referred to OAF) 
RESOLUTIONS . 
none 
MEASURES VOTED ON AT THIS MEETING 
BILLS 
2 7-35 Funding for AJAA Remote airplane contest. This bill allocates 
funds for the construction of a test plane. (Santos, passed ace) 
RESOLUTIONS 
27-77 Amending Rule 5.03.L> This bill changes rule 5.03.L 
(Romard,passed 26-Y, lN, lA) 
.. Legislation In Committee Is Introduced by Senators. and is not finalized until the full Senate votes. 
OAF/C&O FUNDING 
"Your club or organization Is eligible to receive funding for office supplies. conference 
registration fees. and other special projects. To request funding . stop by the SG offices 
and complete one of the request for funding forms and return to Dan Pelletier .Fernando 
Santos or Fred Schmidt. 
Denise Harrison Denied Electton 
Comm .. 
SENATE MEETINGS 
Students are lnvlted to attend all 
Senate meetings. and to express 
any Ideas or problems that they 
feel the Senate should work on. 
Senate meetings are held on 
Tuesdays @ 3:30 In the University 
Dining Room. 
STUDENTS 
If you have any comments. ques-
tions or concerns about the Sen-
ate Report. or any legislation, 
please contact Fred Schmidt 
x2 l 91 or in SC 151 . 
SENATE COMMITI'EES review and amend all Legislation before tt Is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The following 
are descriptions of. and the time and day of the committee meetings: 
Organizations, Appropriations and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance Code a~d any legislation 
OAF requesting funding. Mondays @ 6:00 pm. 1n the Commons 
Clubs and Organizations: This committee decides whether a c lub receives funds for Office Supplies/ Advertising or 
C&O Conference Registration. Thursays @ 4:00 p.m. in the Senate Conference Room 
Legislative Judicial and Rules: This committee reviews legislatoln to change the Constitution. Statutes or Rules and 
UR Procedures. Fridays @ noon in the Senate Conference Room 
services and Public Relations: This committee reviews all non-funding legislation which deals with Student Government 
SPR SeNices, as well as Local, state. and National issues which directly relate to the students of UCF. 
Wednesdays@ 4:00 p.m. in the Senate Conference Room 
EA Elections and Appointments: This committee reviews all Student Government Appointments. and makes recommen-
dations for changes tot he Election statutes. Thursdays @ 5:00 p.m. in theSenate Conference Room 
PR-Present (not enough information/unable to decide) AB-Abstain (conflict of interest) . Y-Yes N-No Paid Advertisement 
ARTS 8i SCIENCES 
Matt Boucher P Y Y P 
Barbara Papaleo P Y Y P 
Richard Zucaro P Y Y P 
OPEN SEAT 
Dana Boyte 
Jason DIBona 
TOM JOSEPH 
David Mann 
Scott Bowen 
OPEN SEAT 
p y y p 
p y - A 
p y y p 
p y - p 
p y y p 
Christine Hernandez P Y Y P 
Chris Bordlnaro A - - A 
BUSINESS 
Liz Swanson 
Carmella Mandato 
KATHY JONES 
Travis Gunder 
Dan Pelletier 
Walter Robinson 
Chris Toutiklan 
James Speake 
JOE FERRARI 
Jeannie Draper 
EDUCATION 
Fred Schmidt 
Diane Kearney 
Kelly Wiggins 
Jeff Laing 
Diane Scanlon 
Lisa Schmidt 
ENGINEERING 
Fernando Santos 
JAMIE COX 
JORGE CADIZ 
Brian Franklin 
JERRY SUITER 
Sean Brannan 
Nick Evangelo 
JEFF EBERLE 
HEALTH 
p y y p 
A - y p 
A - - A 
A - - A 
p y N p 
p y y p 
p y - p 
p y y p 
p y y p 
A - - A 
p y - p 
p y - A 
p y y p 
p y y p 
p y y p 
p y y p 
p y y p 
p y A p 
p y y p 
p y y p 
p y y A 
A - - A 
A - - A 
p y y p 
p y y p 
p y y p 
p y y p 
_,-;~'l-o, , 
'~',,, '•; 
,,,,. ~· :· ... .s-· 
... -··--·· .. •- r. 
Susan Hackett 
Cheryl Jensen 
LIBERAL STUDIES 
Mary Sue Cameron 
Andy Worra ll 
AT -LARGE 
p y - A -
Gordon Miranda 
BREVARD 
Cathy Taylor 
DAYTONA 
OPEN SEAT 
SOUTH ORLANDO 
Michelle Romard 
p y y p 
A - - A 
p y y p 
Spm~Bricl 
• SPRING VOLLEYBALL 
UCFs Recreational Serv-
ices will run two spring volley-
ball leagues for employees at 
UCF, the Central Florida Re-
search Park, Westinghouse, 
Martin-East and other local 
companies or organizations. 
Recreational Services will 
off ei: two leagues, one for the 
serious teams (Power league) 
and one for the less serious 
teams (Social league). 
The Power league will begin 
play on Feb. 21 and play every 
Tuesday with all games hav-
ing referees. The cost per team 
will be $50 and the deadline to 
enter is Feb. 14. 
The Social league will begin 
play on Feb. 22 and play every 
Wednesday. The Social league 
will not have ref ere es and the 
rules will be modified. Team 
cost in this league is $25 with 
the entry deadline being Feb. 
15. 
Both leagues will last 10 
weeks with game times at 5:45 
p.m., 6:45 p.m. and 7:45 p.m. 
The maximum number of play-
ers on a team for each league is 
12. In addition to the entry fee, 
teams must pay a $25 forfeit 
deposit that can be refunded at 
the end of the season. 
To enter, teams must sub-
mit a team roster, entry fee 
and forfeit deposit to Recrea-
tional Services. For more in-
formation, contact Loren 
Knutson at 275-2408. 
• INTRAMURALGAMES 
Spring Games U.S.A., the 
1989 National College Cham-
pionships of intramural, rec-
reational and clubs, will take 
place during March in Day-
tona Beach and Palm Springs, 
CA. 
The month-long sports fes-
tival will culminate with the 
national finals April 1 and 2 in 
Palm Springs. 
The format calls for weekly 
competitions in which stu-
dents compete during their 
school's spring break during 
March at Daytona and Palm 
Springs. The overall winners 
from the two sites each week 
will be flown to Palm Springs 
for the nationally televised 
finals in April. 
The competition will run for 
four weeks at Daytona (March 
6-31) and two weeks in Palm 
Springs (March 20-31). 
Nineteen sporting events 
will be held, including tradi-
tional sports such as volley-
ball, softball, three-man bas-
ketball, flag football and soc-
cer. 
In addition to the sporting 
events, Spring Games U.S.A 
is planning entertainment 
and special events to create an 
Olympic-village type setting 
for participants and specta-
tors. For more information, 
contact the UCF Recreational 
Services Department at 275-
2408. 
•GREEK RUN 
The UCF Student Wellness 
Advocate Team will hold their 
2nd Annual Greek 5KRun on 
Feb. 25. 
The race, which begins at 8 
a.m., is open to all UCF stu-
dents and awards will be given 
to the best overall individual 
time for male and female. 
Awards will also be given to 
the Greek organization with 
the highest participation and 
the Greek team with the best 
time, which will be determined 
by averaging the top 10 finish-
ers of each team. 
Participants may walk, jog 
or run the 3.1 miles to be in 
contention for the awards. The 
purpose of the race is to pro-
mote wellness and campus 
unity. 
For more information, con-
tact the Health Resource Cen-
ter at 275-5841. 
• NEAL NAMED CHAIR 
Curly Neal, the spokesman 
for the National Basketball 
Association's Orlando Magic, 
has been named the chairper-
son of the Merrill Lynch Clas-
sic basketball tournament to 
be held March 3-4 at UCF. 
"The Orlando Magic is 
pleased to support the UCF 
basketball program and the 
Merrill Lynch Classic," said 
Neal, a former Harlem Globe-
trotter. 
"I am especially honored to 
serve as this year's chairper-
son of the Classic." 
"It's an easy job for me be-
cause I am always eager to be 
part of the game of basketball 
and do whatever I can to make 
it enjoyable for everyone in-
volved." 
This year's Merrill Lynch 
Classic features Mount St. 
Mary's College, Nicholls State 
University, Warner Southern 
College and UCF. Nicholls 
State and Mount St. Mary's 
will open play at 6 p.m. March 
3. 
UCF and Warner Southern 
will play at 8 p.m. 
Second-round games will be 
played at 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. the 
following night. 
"The Orlando Magic organi-
zation wants to create basket-
ball fever in Central Florida 
and with the help of UCF's 
outstanding basketball pro-
gram, including fine events 
like the Merrill Lynch Classic, 
we will make it happen," Neal 
said. 
•RUN FOR LITERACY 
The Fifth Annual Run For 
Literacy will be held Feb. 18 at 
the Stouffer Orlando Resort. 
The 5K road race begins at 8 
a.m. and will benefit Literacy 
Volunteers of America in Cen-
tral Florida. 
Entry fee for the race is $7 
before Feb. 1 7 and $9 on race 
day. 
Each participant will re-
ceive a t-shirt and be eligible 
for door prizes, includingvaca-
tions to Stouffer Resorts in 
Denver, Orlando and St. Tho-
mas. 
Awards will be given to the 
Top 3 overall male and female 
finishers as well as the Top 5 
finishers in each age group. 
For more information, con-
tact the Track Shack at 898-
1313. 
• 10 K CLASSIC 
The Seventh Annual Red 
Lobster 1 OK Classic will be 
held March 11 in Orlando with 
over $64,500 in prize money to 
be awarded. 
Cash awards of $7 ,500 for 
the top male and female finish-
ers will be given in addition to 
over $50,000 in bonus money. 
"We expect several thou-
sand runners, including col-
lege students from throughout 
the United States," director 
Jon Hughes said. "We'll have a 
good field of world-class ath-
letes from a dozen-plus coun-
tries." 
The registration fee is $10 
before March 9 and race-day 
registration is $15. Proceeds 
willbenefit the Central Florida 
Chapter of the Spina Bifida 
Association. 
All runners will receive at-
shirt, a limited edition com-
memorative pin, a sports 
towel, Red Lobster restaurant 
coupons and an admission 
ticket to the post-race party at 
Church Street Station. 
For more information, con-
tact Hughes at 1-800-252-
RLlO. 
Compiled by Bill Foxworthy 
Send Sports Briefs to: 
Bill Foxworthy 
c/o The Future 
POBox25000 
Orlando, Fl 32816 
JOIN SADD!l C.A.D.A.C. 
Presented by the UCF 
Drug and Alcohol Center 
by Sharon Kronschnabl 
281-5841 
WHEN: Every Wednesday 
WHERE: Wellness Center 
TIME: 5:00 pm 
WHEN THE OTHER DRIVER IS DRUNK 
Protecting Yourself From Drunk Drivers 
Even though responsible adults do not drink and drive, there are irresponsible persons who put each of our lives in 
jeopardy by driving under the influence of alcohol. The statistics regarding drunk driving are grim. It's estimated that 
approximately 18,000 Americans die each year in alcohol-related traffic accidents. Even though you do not drink and 
drive, someone else might. The following tips, adapted from the National Safety Council's guidelines, may help you 
recognize a drunk driver an~ protect yourself from an 'alcohol-related traffic tragedy. ~~·~ .. ·-
J ... \~· rt,.,f~~~~~\ 
Recognizing Drunk Drivers Avoiding Drunk Drivers ,,,,;,::,~ ~~~~ 
A driver may be intoxicated if he or she exhibits any of 
the following behaviors: 
(g] Fails to stay in lane (or weaves from one lane to· next). 
[8] Drives erratically-stops, turns, swerves suddenly 
or reacts slowly. 
[8] Drives without headlights at night. 
18] Keeps windows open in cold or inclement weather. 
[8] Narrowly avoids hitting objects or other cars. 
If you ~uspect a driver is drunk, follow these 
recominenda tio11s: 
~ Be prepared to take quick, evasive action. 
[8] Stay as far away as possible-pull over and let the 
driver pass you. (Do not attempt to pass the drunk 
driver; he or she might swerve into your car.) 
[8] If the car is headed toward you, pull to the right, 
stop, honk your horn and flash your headlights. 
[8] As s·oon as possible, notify the police or highway 
patrol. (Provide a description of the car and the 
license plate nwnber.) 
• 
• 
.. 
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find out why blacks (we all know who 
they mean) are not doing a better job on 
the tests. 
Myth number two: Because of 
Propositions 42 and 48, athletes will 
better educate themselves in high 
school. 
Hogwash. What supporters of the 
two propositions overlook is the reason 
why America is graduating illiterate 
students- athletes or not. There is a 
fundamental problem in the United 
States concerning education. Educa-
tors and parents need to start empha-
sizing the importance of education 
when the student is young. 
Most of the criticism of Proposition 
42 does not wash. A 700 minimum SAT 
score is not hard to achieve. One cannot 
help but agree with those who say if a 
student cannot get a 700, he is not 
ready for college. Studies support 
claims that the higher the SAT, the 
better the chances of college success. 
One can also agree with supporters 
of the rule who point out alternative 
places, like junior college, where a stu-
dent can go to bring up his grades and 
literacy. 
But, despite all the good reasons for 
supporting Proposition 42, two troub-
ling points remain. 
First, as a society, we often encour- . 
age youths to get involved in athletics 
as a way of staying out of trouble. These 
same youths often come from environ-
ments which do not promote education. 
They do not receive the necessary guid-
ance at an early age which stresses the 
importance of education. Therefore, 
athletics remains a useful tool in aim-
ing those youths toward higher educa-
tion. 
But Proposition 42 forces the youth 
to recognize the importance of educa-
tion while still a youth, when often 
times adults in his life do not. Our 
society often gives all sorts, criminals 
other Division I powers. 
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and the like, that s~cond chance-often 
too many times. It should not be diffi-
cult to give a student from the wrong 
environment that one chance to recog-
nize the importance of education as an 
adult. Since many dispute the fairness 
of standardized tests, why not give the 
student the benefit of the doubt. 
The second point is a question. How 
accessible do we want college to be? If 
you want to graduate a high percent-
age of athletes, .you increase minimum 
standards. If you want to educate a 
larger number, you lower minimum 
standards. The NCAA minimum stan-
dards are lower than most, if not all, 
colleges. 
This indicates a desire to extend 
education broadly. Despite the alterna-
tive places to go for an education, why 
not keep the pool of colleges open as 
much as possible? 
Supporters of the NCAA rule say it is 
unfair to non-athletes to allow athletes 
in college under lower standards. Per-
haps it is. But an athlete who receives 
a scholarship has shown a dedication to 
one thing many others have not. The 
athlete also faces pressures that most 
non-athletes will never face while in 
college. This may not be a justification. 
But do we close a door to one group 
because another group does not qual-
ify? Instead, we should look to find 
ways to make college accessible to all 
those wanting to attend. 
Dr. William Callarman, UCF's 
NCAA faculty representative, points 
out that the number of partial qualifi-
ers has been small. Also, schools which 
do not recruit partial qualifiers will not 
be affected by the rule. Therefore, all 
the vocal criticism against the proposal 
wastes good energy. Instead, these crit-
ics should try to find the best way to ac-
complish the goal everyone agrees 
upon: Finding the best way to educate 
athletes who before were just pawns of 
many athletic departments. Athletes 
do not deserve special rights. But all 
students deserve the benefit of the 
doubt-at least once. 
BASKETBALL 
FROM PAGE 20 UCF has already played top teams this sea-
son such as Florida State, Iowa, Alabama and 
Auburn. 
BASEBALL 
FROM PAGE 20 
four runs in the top of the ninth 
to get by UCF 6-2. 
In the ninth inning, UCF 
relief pitcher Brandon Turner 
mishandled a bunt and a 
double-play grounder bounced 
off an umpire to set up the four-
run inning. 
37-33, but the Zips had 21 offensive boards 
compared to six for the Knights. 
Akron forward Shaun Roberts led all scorers 
with 18 points. Most ofhis points came on power 
moves close to the basket. 
"They're a better team than their record. rm 
not surprised they kept the game close," said 
McGlaughlin, who finished the game with 15 
points, three assists and two rebounds. 
After shooting 2-11 in the first half, 
McGlaughlin sank four of nine attempts in the 
second half, including three 3-pointers. 
"He showed he's a quality player," Carter 
said of McGlaughlin. Akron has a quality pro-
gram that is mentioned in the same breath with 
"They've had the best record in the nation for 
an independent Division I team," Carter said. 
"That includes Notre Dame and Depaul." 
Akron brought along the fan support of a 
strong Division I program to Orlando. About 
150 Akron alumni and cheerleaders were in 
attendance at the game Saturday. 
"We have strong alumni support," Akron 
cheerleader Bill Wehlinger said. "Now we 
travel to play Miami and our alumni will be 
there also." 
"I would like to think we always would out-
number a team almost 2000 miles away in fan 
support," Carter said. "But tonight it seemed 
close." 
singles before Crone hit his 
first homer of the year. 
FIT added a run in the top of 
the eighth inning when Tim 
Petree doubled in Carlos Mo-
rales. 
The Knights finished with 
eight hits. Catcher Bobby 
Kiser, a .351 career hitter at 
UCF, went 2-4. 
Kiser went into the game 
batting only .079 through the 
first five games. Steve McClel-
lan went 1-4 for the Knights. 
Friday night, Rollins scored 
The loss spoiled a solid ef-
fort by UCF starting pitcher 
Brian Ahern. He went eight 
innings with nine strike outs 
while giving up two runs on 
eight hits. 
Randy Kotchman, JefrLane 
and Josephina led the Knight 
attack with two hits each. Jo-
sephina and Kotchman each 
had an RBI. 
YOU'VE HEARD OF STRESS BUSTERS! 
The Health Resource Center's way of helping PRESENTEDBYTHE 
d I •th t . d I f UCF STUDENT HEALTH you ea w1 s ress in a pro uctive, i e manag- _&_w_ELL-NE_ss_cE-NT-ER _____ _ 
ing way. We'd like to see all of you stressed out 
students at our workshops. So come on out 
& learn how to deal with your STRESS 
"Wednesdays at 11 AM 
2/l5/89 Body Workshop/Exercise, Nutrition 
2/22/89 Personality Types/Relaxtion 
3/1/89 Massage 
3/1/89 Stress Busters Overview 
3/22/89 EXPO 
3/29/89 
4/5/89 
Humor/Relaxation 
Spirit Workshop/Visualization 
4/12/89 Time Management/ Study Ski~ls 
- MEETINGS 
SQS SWAT STARSS STRESS 
"Stop Our The Wellness Club- Weight Loss BUSTERS 
Smoking" Come share your & Nutlrition Heathly ways to 
Tuesdays ideas Wednesdays Wednesdays at lOAM . deal with stress 
llAM 4PM m: Thursdays at 6PM Wednesdays at 11 AM 
SADD 
Wednesday 
SPM 
AA 
Wednesdays at 
noon 
281-5841 
By Karen Wedner 
Free AIDS Awareness Pamphlet 
The American Society of Internal Medicine 
has developed a pamphlet to encourage 
people to get the facts about aids. This is 
considered one of the best sources of credible, 
accurate information and complements the 
Surgeon General's booklet recently mailed to 
every household. 
The booklet is designed to provide a frame-
work for discussion with a per..;unal physician. 
It outlines clearly what patients should discuss 
regarding low and high risk sexual behavior, 
whether or not to be tested, confidentiality of 
information and prevention of the disease 
One pamphlet is available free to students 
who send a stamped, self-addressed, business 
siL.e envelope to the: 
American Society of Internal Medicine 
P.O. Box 96005 
Washington, D.C. 20090-6005 
Knights -drop 
close game to 
Akron, 75· 71 
by Glenn Carrasquillo 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The UCF Knights lost 75-71 to the 
Akron (Ohio) Zips in an exciting bas-
ketball game in front of735 fans in the 
UCF gymnasium Saturday night. 
The Zips, an independent member of 
NCAA Division I, came into the game 
as the heavy favorite with a 15-7 rec-
ord. The Knights were competitive, 
however, playing the role of the 
scrappy underdog. 
"We showed the best teamwork of 
the year," UCF coach Phil Carter said. 
The Knights came one rebound 
away from getting the last shot that 
could have pulled off the upset. 
"We were one play away from having 
a chance to win," said Carter. 
With 27 seconds left on the clock and 
the Zips ahead 72-70, Zips' guard Eric 
McGlaughlin missed the front end of a 
one and one free throw opportunity. 
UCFs Pat Crocklin ~abbed the re-
bound, but Akron forward Shaun 
Roberts stole the ball and scored to 
make it 74-70. The Knights had to foul 
on the Zips' next possesion and, after 
both teams traded free throws, the 
scoring ended at 75-71. 
The Knights placed four scorers in 
double digits in a game where both 
teams were successful from both under 
the basket and around the perimeter. 
"We had a good blend of the inside 
game and the outside game," said Car-
ter. 
The Knights were paced by Ken 
Leeks, Ben Morton, and Edsel Bester, 
who each scored 16 points. Bob Black-
wood chipped in 12 points for the 
Knights. 
"It was a tough loss," Bester said. 
"We tried to do everything we could do 
to win, instead of those things that 
made it impossible for us to win in the 
past." 
"I'm proud of our guys. They showed 
they have a great deal of character," 
said Carter. 
The Knights were 4-6 from three 
8111 Foxworthy~ENTRAL FLORIDA FUT\IP.E 
Ben Morton slams home two points in a recent UCF game with Rollins. Despite 
Morton's 16 points on Saturday, the Knights lost a narrow decision to the Akron Zips 
at home, 75-71. Ken Leeks and Edsel Bester also scored 16 points Saturday. 
point range, with Bester hitting three 
of five attempts and Bob Blackwood 
connecting on the other. 
The difference in the contest may 
have been the inside game. UCFs Ken 
Leeks had a few heavy slam-dunks, but 
the Zips had a strong supporting cast 
under the basket. 
"We had one wide body against 
three," Carter said. "They had the 
physical advantage.n 
The Zips outrebounded the Knights 
37-33, but the Zips had 21 offensive 
boards compared to six for the Knights. 
SEE BASKETBALL PAGE 19 
Prop 42: Is it 
the answer? 
-You have all heard the story. 
A student (I use the term loosely) 
goes through school without caring 
about his grades. He gets by because he 
can hit a 20-footjump shot or run the 40 
in 4.4 seconds. 
After four or five years of college, he 
leaves without graduating. If he is 
lucky he will make big money in the 
pros. But most often he is not good 
enough or suffers a bad injury. Instead, 
he becomes a statistic and is featured 
in a newspaper story about the large 
number of college athletes who do not 
graduate. 
The NCAA sought to reverse this 
national embarrassment of misplaced 
priorities six years ago with Proposi-
tion 48. The NCAA sought to place 
minimum academic standards on stu-
dents receiving athletic aid. But, like 
any rule, a loophole existed. The NCAA 
passed Proposition 42 to close the loop-
hole. 
Sounds simple, right? Wrong. 
Many college coacbes, John Th-
ompson of Georgetown and Digger 
Phelps of Notre Dame among the more 
prominent ones, came out against it. 
Thus a simple little rule became a 
controversial and notorious rule. And, 
like all good controversies, myths de-
velop. 
Myth number one: Proposition 42 is 
bad because it puts too much emphasis 
on standardized tests which are racist. 
Standardized tests may be unfair, 
but racist? Just because something 
negatively affects a minority group 
does not mean it is racist. To say some-
thing is racist implies that someone 
made a conscious effort to discriminate 
against that particular minority or 
group. People tend to find racism wher-
ever and whenever they look for it. 
What those who cry racism should do is 
SEE FUOCO PAGE 19 
UCF baseball defeats FIT, loses to Rollins 
. Bill Foxworthy/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTUr.r:: 
UCF outfielder Curtis Latzo (33) prepares to swing at the pitch in UCF's recent 16-5 victory over Bethune-
Cookman. UCF split its weekend action with Rollins and FIT and are 2-4. 
by Roy Fuoco 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Jim Crone's three-run homer in the seventh inning 
broke open a close game, and UCF sophomore David 
Goins scattered eight hits to lead UCF to a 5-2 victory 
over the Florida Institute of Technology Saturday at 
the UCF Baseball Complex. 
The win, following a 6-2 loss to Rollins College 
Friday night, put the Knights at 2-4 for the season. 
But baseball coach Jay Bergman seemed uncon-
cerned about UCF's slow start. 
"We have a slow start every year," Bergme_n 
commented. 'We11l play our way through it. That's 
why you play 60 games.n 
FIT started the scoring in the second inning when 
Peter Labbe's single went past UCF centerfielder Bill 
O'Toole, scoring Brian Crane from first base. 
The Knights answered with t\Vo runs in the bottom 
half of the second inning. Stanley Palm doubled home 
O'Toole and Rick Sanders after the pair pulled off a 
double steal. 
Goins (1-1) then shut out FIT for the next five 
innings. He struck out seven whiJc going the dis-
tance. 
FITs Jeff Sousa C0-1) pitched effectively through 
the first six innings. 
He gave up seven hits in eight innings w}lile 
striking out seven, but was touched for the big three-
run homer in the seventh. · 
The Knights did their damage in the seventh after 
they had two outs. 
Mike Josephina and Chuch Graham hit two-out 
SEE BASEBALL. PAGE 19 
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